
It Can From HomeWORK
How Beacon Hill Legal enables remote work while prioritizing your data security 

Contact us to discuss your hiring needs 
at any one of our locations nationwide:

Atlanta | Boston | Chicago | Dallas | Denver | Detroit 
Los Angeles | Miami | Minneapolis | New York | Philadelphia 

Phoenix | Pittsburgh | Richmond | San Francisco | Washington, D.C.

Beacon Hill Legal 
is placing over 200 
legal professionals
on safe, secure
work-from-home
assignments.

Protecting Client
Data

Once an assignment is completed, 
the techs use Acronis’ to write over 
all data on the SSDs from the previous 
project or SecureEase. We can provide 
a “certificate of destruction: (if needed) 
after each project. 

Please note however the candidates Please note however the candidates 
are not allowed to save, copy, print, 
download, etc. any information from 
our equipment as we lock down 
access to everything except any 
sites pre-approved by the client.

Software Safeguards
Windows Firewall is active.
Windows Defender is active.
Machines are on the latest version of 
Windows 10 and are updated regularly.
The reviewer account is a standard account 
and doesn’t allow the installation of any software.
All computeAll computers are wiped at the end of every 
project and a new base image is installed.
Remote desktop software (Citrix) allows 
for unlimited provisioning of review sites 
and/or applications.
Access can be revoked at any time.
Limited web access for contractors, ensuring 
only mission critical sites aonly mission critical sites are visited.
Beacon Hill collaborates with clients to determine 
which domains contractors can email.
Computers set up with unique login, password-
protected Windows and Admin accounts.
Computers programmed to sleep and 
password lock after 20 minutes of inactivity.
Email accounts aEmail accounts are set up with unique, 
project-specific and password-protected 
Outlook accounts.
Email is accessible only at contractors' 
workstations and options to download are 
limited to only those with proper 
login credentials.
Accounts cannot be carried over and aAccounts cannot be carried over and are 
permanently deleted after project completion.
Beacon Hill collaborates with clients to 
determine which domains contractors can email.
All computer data is wiped after 
project completion.
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Beacon Hill Legal
is ready to assist
you with proven
remote work
solutions to fit
your business 
continuitcontinuity needs.

Hardware 
Safeguards
Computer USB storage devices are locked.
Anything within the remote desktop 
cannot be printed, saved or have ability 
for screenshots.
Locked USB ports and CD/DVD drives 
to pto prevent portable storage devices from 
being inserted.
Printing capabilities are restricted.

Network (Citrix)
Safeguards

Private cloud offering - not in a public 
utility cloud like Azure or Amazon.
All network, computer and storage is 
being continuously monitored by a 
data center team and configured for 
auto-alerting on multiple variables of 
peperformance and security.
All data is encrypted at rest and also 
protected by Crowd Strike.
The shared volume for any given project, 
can only be accessed with credentials 
of users in that project.
That shared volume is continuously being 
backed up and backed up and retained for 14 days, to allow 
recovery for any reason.
Two factor authentication (2FA) for users 
can be implemented.
SOC2 Type 2 security certification.
Data center is SSAE-18 and SOC2 certified.
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